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准平台组和类人组。RoboCupSoccer 仿真 2D 比赛是 RoboCup 最早的比赛项目
之一，也是最多人参与研究的项目。RoboCupSoccer 仿真 2D 比赛无须维护任
何实物机器人，研究的重点是人工智能和团队策略。 
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ABSTRACT 
RoboCup is an international scientific initiative with the goal 
to advance the state of the art of intelligent robots. RoboCup is an 
attempt to foster AI and intelligent robotics research by providing 
a standard problem where wide range of technologies can be integrated 
and examined. RoboCup covers the following themes: RoboCupSoccer, 
RoboCupRescue, RoboCup@Home and RoboCupJunior. The ultimate goal of 
RoboCup is：By 2050, develop a team of fully autonomous humanoid robots 
that can win against the human world champion team in soccer. This is 
the third human fifty-year dream after Apollo succeeded in landing on 
the moon and deep blue computer defeated the human chess world champion. 
RoboCupSoccer selects soccer game as the standard task, where the 
research goals concern cooperative multi-robot and multi-agent systems 
in dynamic adversarial environments. RoboCupSoccer includes 
simulation league, small size league, middle size league, standard 
platform league and humanoid league. RoboCupSoccer simulation 2D game 
is one of the oldest projects in RoboCup, and also the project which 
most researchers involved in. Without the necessity to maintain any 
robot hardware, RoboCupSoccer simulation 2D game focuses on artificial 
intelligence and team strategy. 
Based on completely understanding the operation mechanism of 
RoboCupSoccer simulation 2D game server--SoccerServer, AmoyNQ 
simulation 2D robot is designed and realized. Player robot adopts layer 
architecture, and has various individual skills, including kick, 
dribble, tackle, block, mark, and follows a series of team strategies 
which are composed of positioning, interception, controlling ball, 
vision and hearing, and has a good cooperation to realize the common 
goal--beating the opponent. Coach robot is mainly used to select equal 
heterogeneous type for our players，identify the heterogeneous type 
of opponent players，observe opponent behavior and guide our behavior. 
To solve the missing-opponents problem in defense caused by local 
eyeshot, a defensive positioning strategy under guidance of online 
coach is presented. Firstly mathematical analysis method is adopted 
to get the basic defensive position of the block, mark and assist 
defensive skills. Then the basic defensive position is adjusted based 
on the information which online coach gets during observing opponent 
behavior. The task allocation is the core decision of defensive 
positioning. Firstly the defense target of each of our players is 
determined under guidance of online coach. Then the equal defensive 
skill is selected and executed based on the state of the target opponent. 
The experiment results show the defensive positioning strategy solves 
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efficient defense in games. 
Due to the effect of the information noise, command implementation 
error, multi-heterogeneous types and random heterogeneous parameters, 
the interception strategy simply based on individual skill is not 
necessarily reliable. A multi-robot collaboration interception 
strategy based on role is presented. Firstly, mathematical analysis 
method is adopted to establish the interception individual skill model, 
and newton iteration method is used to get the fastest interception 
cycle, interception point and the basic command queue. Then BP neural 
network is adopted to describe the interception success probability 
comparing two interception cycles. Finally the robot makes the 
interception decision collaboratively considering the allocation of 
roles, the interception success probability and the playfield 
interception point locates. The experiment results show the 
improvement of the role-based collaboration interception. 
An improved functioning-fuzzy-subset inference-IFFSI method is 
presented. The fast fuzzy inference systems are built based on this 
method to estimate all passing routes and choose the best dribbling 
direction. Additionally considering shooting decision, the 
controlling ball strategy of a player robot is formed. The experiments 
results show that the controlling ball strategy guarantees the player 
robot with higher success rate of pass and dribble, and the IFFSI method 
is more rapid and effective than the CRI method. 
To solve the current problems of SoccerServer, an improved 
SoccerServer Based on three-dimensional model is presented. How to 
improve SoccerServer is described separately from court, ball, player, 
information acquisition, command models, movement model, stamina model 
and game player. The improved SoccerServer is useful for the study of 
team strategy. 
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